
THE DETAILS:
Which are the major improvements for this company, since they started working 
with the PReS Connect solution?

Since installing PReS Connect on their premises they have been evolving the 
following areas with our solution: 

In Document Digitalization:  
Used for the digital archiving for their clients’ documents, 
specifically acquiring data (e.g. in PDF format)

In Electronic Invoicing:  
Receiving files that need to be archived in a specific format/data 
(XML, PDF or other)

Within PEPPOL  
(Electronic Invoicing Business-to-Government (B2G)):  
Receiving invoices in a format, then transforming these into a 
government-required format; this workflow is mandatory to be 
able to act in the field of B2G

In Digital Archiving:  
Replacing traditional paper archives with digital documents as 
requested by their clients (respecting Italian legislation)
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This part of the project has been concluded. The second phase has begun, for 
which our client is developing jobs for his clients in the area of Multichannel 
Distribution & Digital Archiving, applying PReS Connect. 
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Our customer is a well-known Italian company with several decades of experience 
in ICT, specialized in the field of ERP integration and document handling. They 
offer so-called “turn-key”-outsourcing services, devising workflow and document 
handling cycles for their clients, for inbound and outbound projects.

This company concentrates on the following 8 main areas:

Success Story: Electronic Invoicing  
Business to Government – B2G

Before, without PReS Connect: 
The clients of our client, companies that need to produces invoices, used to send 
their data, collected from their ERP systems, of which the transactional documents 
where then composed (data formats, like XML, CSV, TXT, ecc.). This data then 
would be used, very often all of the different data formats together, to compose 
one single document. 
This was a tough and time-consuming endeavour, especially if you wanted the final 
document in PDF format, as most of the work needed to be carried out manually, 
as the software solution at hand was not appropriate for this kind of job. 

Now, with PReS Connect: 

Nowadays, the exact same clients mentioned previously, evolved over 
time and updated their ERP systems. This means, besides the need to 
obtain the final document in PDF format (as described above), these 
clients now do not send data from their ERPs anymore, but PDF files as 
input from which the output document needs to be composed. 
Now, using PReS Connect our client is able to carry out all the 
requested jobs: working with the PDFs in input, modifying these and 
from them also composing the new output documents, to converting 
–when required- the data into different formats, to distributing and 
digitally archiving these documents. And, on top, in some cases where 
it is still necessary, they can return to using the old method, working 
with data in input, using PReS Connect to work it out. 

1. Document Digitalization
2. Electronic Invoicing
3. PEPPOL (Electronic Invoicing B2G)
4. Multichannel Distribution
5. Digital Archiving
6. Archiving according to local norms & rules
7. Direct Mailing
8. Publishing & Advertising


